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Art of brinkmanship gives Liverpool an edge in title pursuit 
Liverpool 3 Southampton 2  
IF SUCCESS in modern football is achieved by those teams which, at times, place a 
heavy and successful reliance on sheer good fortune, it does seem highly probable 
that Liverpool will win the League Championship this season.  
Like Aston Villa and Arsenal, their closest rivals, Liverpool have been guilty of 
producing many performances of dubious quality over the past seven months. But 
on Saturday it was only the late emergence of their uncanny, if familiar, knack of 
salvaging a lost cause which saved them from embarrassment against a 
technically superior, if less committed, Southampton side.  
Twenty-four hours before this game, at a time when he is normally at his most 
reserved, Kenny Dalglish, the Liverpool manager, had been at pains to impress 
upon his players the importance of total commitment in all the club's remaining 
fixtures.  
In the past, Liverpool's form has suffered at the end of a week when the club's 
natural rhythm had been disrupted by the international commitments of its 
leading personnel, and it was as if Dalglish was once again anticipating an adverse 
reaction.  
His fears were amply borne out in an opening hour when Liverpool played with 
indiscipline and, more worryingly, apparent indifference. A normally productive 
midfield was largely impotent, and with the likes of Whelan and McMahon prone 
to the most naive mistakes, a rare home defeat seemed likely.  
A goal was the last thing which Liverpool's desolate play warranted, but, 
astonishingly, they claimed one in the 15th minute when Houghton's free kick 
was expertly headed in by Barnes.  
Southampton's neat and orderly play was finally rewarded in the 37th minute 
when Rideout rose unattended to head powerfully home a Case free kick which 
had been flicked on by Moore.  
The goal served to underline the complete lack of understanding within a 
Liverpool defence which played with such a casual disregard for its own safety 
that total capitulation would have been inevitable but for the presence of Hanson, 
the veteran Scottish international who was immaculate at a time when his 
colleagues seemed intent on damaging their reputations.  
Commanding though Hanson was, he was powerless to prevent the visitors taking 
a deserved lead three minutes after half-time when Case fired home a stunning 
drive after Venison had carelessly allowed Wallace to steal possession.  
An unlikely Liverpool revival had its roots in the introduction of Rosenthal as a 
substitute in the 70th minute. The Israeli international forward, who is on loan 
from Standard Liege of Belgium until the end of the season, won a corner two 
minutes after his arrival and Houghton's kick was turned into his own goal by 
Osman.  
A victory which Liverpool scarcely deserved was sealed in the 83rd minute when 
Hysen intelligently headed into the path of Rush who swept home with immense 
power from 18 yards.  
There was still time left for Wallace to miss a simple opportunity to level the 
scores and for Cherednik to claim a place in history by becoming the first player 
from the Soviet Union to appear in the first division when he was introduced as a 
substitute in the 86th minute.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Hysen, B Venison (sub: G Gillespie), S Staunton, R 
Whelan, A Hansen, P Beardsley, R Houghton, I Rush, J Barnes, S McMahon (Sub: R 
Rosenthal).  
SOUTHAMPTON: T Flowers; J Dodd, A Cook (sub: A Cherednik), M Adams, K 
Moore, R Osman, R Wallace, J Case (sub: G Cockerill), P Rideout, B Horne, M Le 
Tissier.  
Referee: T Holbrook.  
 
 

 
Dalglish on top form 
THE Charity Shield was being humped around the Anfield corridors for reasons 
unapparent. But its absence from the trophy room left a space just big enough for 
the FA Cup, alongside the Championship trophy.  
A bit premature? Chris Nicholl, Southampton's manager, thought not: 'Certainly 
they can do the Double. No other club gets near their depth of knowledge and 
talent.'  
That did not stop Arsenal nicking the championship last year, and it almost failed 
to stop Southampton doing their own double over Liverpool on Saturday. They 
had won 4-1 at The Dell in the autumn, and now they refused to be daunted when 
the home side went ahead against the run of play, Barnes's head accelerating a 
free-kick past Flowers.  
Hansen's every touch brought applause from the Kop, but most exclamations 
were at the inaccuracy of Liverpool's passing. Whelan was the guiltiest party. 
Asked about it, Kenny Dalgish, in Rottweiler mood, tore a strip off the reporter 
who had ventured a criticism and said: 'We deal with these things in private.' A 
few weeks' solitary for one or two players looked on the cards.  
Southampton meted out their own punishment. The 35-year-old Jimmy Case, who 
learned his trade at Anfield, made the first goal and scored the second. Moore 
flicked on the midfielder's free-kick for Rideout to head the equaliser; then 
Rodney Wallace ran through Liverpool's defence for Case to put Southampton 
ahead with a shot from 20 yards.  
Liverpool's equaliser went in off Osman after Rosenthal, the Israeli striker on trial 
from Standard Liege, won the corner which turned the match. But Dalglish, 
deflecting overall criticism of the team by praising the supporters, credited that 
goal to a sharp intake of breath on the Kop. Rush's winner, a fierce, low shot, 
required no such assistance.  
In the 84th minute Southampton brought on their Soviet defender Cherednik, the 
first time a Soviet has played in the First Division. But it was six minutes to shake 
the world.  
SCORERS: Liverpool: Barnes (14min), Osman og (73), Rush (83). Southampton: 
Rideout (36), Case (48).  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Hysen, Venison (Gilespie, 80), Staunton, Whelan, Hansen, 
Beardsley, Houghton, Rush, Barnes, McMahon (Rosenthal, 70).  
Southampton: Flowers; Dodd, Cook (Cherednik, 84), Adams, Moore, Osman, 
Wallace, Case (Cockerill, 80), Rideout, Horne, Le Tissier.  
Referee: T Holbrook (Walsall). 
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Rush roars in to put battling Liverpool back on top 
LIVERPOOL 3 v SOUTHAMPTON 2  
LIVERPOOL 3 (4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Venison (sub: Gillespie 80min), Hysen, Hansen, 
Staunton; Houghton, McMahon (sub: Rosenthal 70 min), Whelan, Barnes; 
Beardsley, Rush.  
SOUTHAMPTON 2 (5-2-3): Flowers; Dodd, Adams, Moore, Osman, Cook (sub: 
Cherednik 84min); Case (sub: Cockerill 80min), Horne; Le Tissier, Rideout, 
Wallace.  
Goals: Barnes (15min) 1-0; Rideout (42min) 1-1; Case (48min) 1-2; Osman (og 
73min) 2-2; Rush (83min) 3-2.  
Weather: sunny. Ground: firm.  
Referee: T Holbrook (Walsall).  
IT WILL surely be hard to stop Liverpool from winning the League title. Twenty 
minutes from the end of this pacey and enthralling match, they were 2-1 down to 
their enterprising visitors from the far south and they could not complain.  
But with rare passion they hit back to win and you felt they had survived an 
important crisis.  
The previous day their manager, Kenny Dalglish, had issued a stern warning to his 
players that only total effort would do. Those who did not offer it were ``no use to 
us or themselves''. Hard words, provoked by nothing more than Liverpool's first 
defeat in 21 matches.  
For 70 minutes Dalglish must have been fretting. There was a strange lethargy 
about Liverpool for much of this time, and they would have been well beaten, not 
just trailing to one, but for Hansen and Barnes.  
The unlikely figure who turned the afternoon was Ronnie Rosenthal, an Israeli 
international on loan from Standard Liege.  
The crowd booed as McMahon went off to be replaced by Rosenthal, but not for 
long. He stirred Liverpool, most importantly with a lively run from which he won a 
corner.  
Flowers, in the Southampton goal, flapped unhappily at it, Moore knocked into 
him, and the ball flew off Osman for an own goal.  
Seven minutes from time, Liverpool won it with a lovely strike. Staunton crossed 
long, Hysen, up in attack, headed back and Rush shot sweetly. It was so sweet 
that the Kop were probably able to forget that this was Rush's one real 
contribution.  
Until the climax, this looked like being Case's day. Before emigrating to Brighton 
he spent eight years at Anfield, being that rarity, a Liverpool home-grown player. 
In May he will be 36, and this was his Anfield swansong as a player.  
Made Southampton's captain for the day, he pushed out some interesting little 
passes, especially in the first half, and made goal and scored one.  
Without doubt, his golden moment came soon after half-time, when little Wallace 
went impishly down the touchline, leaving Venison and others in his wake. 
Wallace passed square, and Case hit a splendid shot from 18 yards for 2-1.  
Southampton were worthy of that lead. Not for nothing are they the First 
Division's leading scorers, and their front three were always impressive: Rideout 
as much as the much better publicised Le Tissier and Wallace.  
Le Tissier, solid of thigh, soon went dancing into the penalty area. Grobbelaar 
came dancing out, but luckily for him Rideout shot wide. Then Le Tissier managed 
a centre that Staunton should never have allowed, a sign of Liverpool's bad 
defending.  
Up front, Barnes kept Liverpool's heart beating. They have seen most things at 
Anfield, but the expectant buzz when Barnes receives the ball suggests that 
nothing has been quite as exciting as he is.  
By his standards, Barnes did not have a vintage afternoon. He did, however, score 
the opening goal.That goal came after Case fouled McMahon, Barnes directing 
Houghton's free kick with a neat glancing header.  
Before half-time Rideout equalised, then it was Case again for 2-1.  
What was ailing Liverpool? Well, when Whelan is having a blunt match it affects 
all the wheels, and Whelan's passing had been pretty awful for 45 minutes. 
Houghton had been indecisive, looking short on confidence. When he had a good 
shooting chance later on, he dithered; later still he was unlucky, finding Flowers's 
legs.  
The bench presumably thought that McMahon's trouble was lack of energy, 
deciding he should make way for Rosenthal.  
But all ended well. Dalglish sought refuge in praising the crowd: never can the Kop 
have screeched quite so loud.  
They can perform at five more home matches before the season's end, which 
should mean that whatever Aston Villa may do the title will again be Liverpool's.  
Chris Nicholl, the Southampton manager, had no doubts. ``It's the depth of know-
how at this club,'' he said. ``Nobody can get near them.'' But Nicholl was rightly 
pleased at the way Southampton attacked and stayed in the match until the last.  
Although the forwards took the honours, a young full-back, Cook, was also 
impressive. But he was substituted seven minutes from time and replaced by 
Alexsei Cherednik, who became the first Russian to play in the First Division.  
Aged 29, with 13 international caps and a gold medal from the Seoul Olympics, 
Cherednik cost Pounds 300,000 from the Dnepr club in the Ukraine. He could not 
on this occasion shake Southampton as Rosenthal shook Liverpool, but may be his 
time will come.  

 

 

 
 


